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Adoley: Hello and welcome everyone. This is Adoley Odunton of Healthier Living and I’d like to 

welcome you to Day 4 of the Wellness Revolution, Season 5. Our theme this season is 

Super Health, and our guest today is Adam Heller. Adam is a man who has helped 

thousands of people throughout the world conquer life-limiting problems, so that they 

now live rich, nourishing and fulfilling lives. He spent a decade helping clients overcome 

divorce, loss of a loved one, to lose weight, eradicate fears and phobias and panic 

attacks, and increase their income productivity and success throughout their lives. And 

he was very successful at this. Five years ago, Adam began examining the link between 

your brain and physical pain. The result of his research is ’Zero Pain Now’, which is a 

simple, safe, proven, step-by-step method to banish back pain and body pain 

permanently.  

So our topic is ’Zero Pain Now - The Freedom You Didn’t Know You Have to Permanently 

End Back Pain and Body Pain’. Adam, I want to welcome you to this call. I’m so delighted 

you’re here, and we know that you have a program that truly changes people’s life. So 

thank you for coming to share it with us today.   

 

Adam: Thank you so much for having me. I just honor everybody that’s on this call. It’s so easy 

to be busy and go through life. And when people take time out of their life to better 

themselves and become more whole and more well, I’m in awe of that. So thank you for 

having me and thank you to everybody that is here. 

 

Adoley: Well, Adam let’s sort of jump right in and have you tell us what exactly is ‘Zero Pain 

Now’? 

 

Adam: Well, ‘Zero Pain Now’ is really your final solution to physical pain. Instead of the old 

techniques of pain management, dangerous surgery, drugs with their harmful side-

effects, painful chiropractic adjustments, painful physical therapy, painful crunches, core 

exercises, stretching, yoga and acupuncture and needles, and all the old methods that, 

at best, give temporary relief. ‘Zero Pain Now’ provides a secret that 30,000 people have 

already learned and had success at ending their pain. 30,000 people’s a lot, that’s 

enough to fill up a 747 jumbo jet 72 times. And they’ve learned the link between your 

stress, your tension, you emotions, and your physical pain. Now, everyone knows that 

stress and tension and emotions exacerbate pain. But ‘Zero Pain Now’ provides the 

secret about how your stress and tension and emotions create actual physiological 

http://www.linkedin.com/news?viewArticle=&articleID=1021369130&gid=40073&type=member&item=223035995&articleURL=https%3A%2F%2Fuck89574%2Einfusionsoft%2Ecom%2Fgo%2Fwr5%2Ftanyabh&urlhash=PaJK&goback=%2Egmp_40073%2Egde_40073_member_223035995
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changes. And that’s what’s really important, actual physiological changes throughout 

your autonomic nervous system that produce pain. And this was scientifically proven.  

Candace Pert from Johns Hopkins proved that neuropeptides and their receptors join 

your brain to your body. And what it shows is, all emotion, every emotion has an effect 

on your body. In the case of pain, what it does is, it tightens up. Everyone will get 

tightened up with pain. But what happens is, your blood vessels constrict a little bit, and 

they get a little smaller, and there is a little less blood flow. There is oxygen in blood, 

and it’s actually a slight oxygen deprivation that’s almost always the cause of chronic, 

repetitive, recurrent, ongoing pain. So that’s why when people put heat on their area of 

pain they get a little temporary relief sometimes. Well, that doesn’t un-bulge a disk, or 

un-herniate a disk, or un-fibro a myalgia, or do any of those things. All it does is increase 

blood flow to the area, so you get a little more oxygen there and you get some 

temporary relief. That’s the same reason that there’s temporary relief with chiropractic 

adjustment that moves blood around, same with massage, same with physical therapy.  

So, instead of managing pain symptoms with all the old methods of pain management, 

‘Zero Pain Now’ gives you a simple proven process to end the pain once and for all at 

the cause, emotionally in your brain before it starts. ‘Zero Pain Now’ isn’t pain 

management. It’s pain banishment.  

I will give Anny as an example, thirty years of back pain. I was over at her home for 

dinner one night, she was heading for MRIs again, she’d already been diagnosed with 

stenosis, which is a narrowing of the spine, she would spend two or three days every 

month in pain. She’s a mother, she’s an attorney, and it really kept her from having the 

life she wanted. So I chatted with her for about five six minutes over dinner and told her 

about some of the personality types and some of the things that really cause pain. Two 

hours later, her thirty years of pain were gone, never to come back. She runs, she does 

ballet, she got her life back, she gets to hang with her kids, and do all kinds of things. 

And that’s what’s typical, not so typical that it’s that fast, but that’s typical of ‘Zero Pain 

Now’. One successful client told me one time, she said, “Adam, ‘Zero Pain Now’ isn’t 

about just getting rid of pain. It’s about so that.” And I said… 

 

Adoley:  It’s about what? 

 

Adam: So that. That’s what I said, I said, “What’s so that?” She said, “Well, I was able to use 

‘Zero Pain Now’ to get rid of my pain, so that I could play golf again, so that I could play 

tennis again, so that I could run, so that I could play with my kids, so that I could have a 

great time, so that I could exercise, so that I could lose weight, so that I could get my 

wellness back, so that I could connect with people, so that I could get my self-esteem 
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back.” So, really, my job isn’t getting rid of pain, it’s helping you get your self-esteem 

back.  

 

Adoley: Well, Adam, you know this sounds absolutely amazing. I know when I first heard this, my 

friend Carol Allen, who is a wonderful relationship coach and a Vedic astrologer called 

me up and said, “You need to meet Adam Heller. This is somebody you must have on 

your show.” And she told me about some of the friends and some patients of hers you 

had helped them. Quite frankly, I was skeptical. I mean, you hear this and you’re like, 

“Yes, but this really sounds a little bit too good to be true.” Somebody has had pain for 

thirty years, and yes we do understand the connection between emotions and so on, 

but oftentimes they’ve had MRIs and all kinds of things that say they have problems. 

And Carol told me this. Quite frankly I trust Carol and I know she has never led me 

wrong. So I said I’m going to meet you. But, you know people find this hard to believe. 

Your story here about Anny and the length of time in which this happened for her, it’s 

really hard for people to buy. So what do you say to the skeptics? 

 

Adam: Bring your skepticism. I was skeptical, too. When I set out on this I was really skeptical 

until the first hundred people had come through ‘Zero Pain Now’, and we had a 97.4% 

success rate having the pain completely disappearing. And I understand skepticism. You 

know, people thought Columbus was crazy when he set out to prove that the Earth was 

round, and they almost killed Galileo when he said the Earth revolved around the sun, 

and when Bill Gates said everybody’s going to be using email, they thought he was nuts. 

And when I said that people could heal their own pain by themselves in a matter of 

hours or days, people laughed at me. They laughed at me until their pain went away so 

they got their life back.  

Claire’s a great example. Claire was very skeptical. She’d been suffering back pain for 45 

years. 45 years. She was the very first person to use the program that we’re having here 

in the Wellness Revolution, the very first person. She started reading the ‘Zero Pain 

Now’ book, that’s how the program starts. After fifty pages, she got up and walked to 

the kitchen and there was no pain for the first time in 45 years. She was baffled, she was 

blown away… 

 

Adoley:  Literally from just reading the book? 

 

Adam: She had read fifty pages. Now, her pain came back and waxed and waned as she went 

through the process. Within a week and a half, she was completely pain free. It’s been 
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two or three years, never had another iota of pain. All she had to do was go through the 

process. So, yes she was skeptical. Everybody’s skeptical, and that’s okay. Bring your 

skepticism and see that so many people have already had success, and all you have to 

do is allow the program to work for you. By the way, Claire never came to see me. She 

did all of this on her own, and most people can. I’m just the tour guide and a teacher. 

The process works as long as you let it work, and it’s been proven over and over and 

over and over again. So, skepticism is great, but if you’re not open to something 

different, you’re going to get the same results you’ve gotten, which is probably 

temporary relief - then more pain, temporary relief - more pain. So, it’s probably time to 

have a final solution to pain. 

 

Adoley:  As you said a lot of the treatments are temporary relief, this treatment is permanent. Do 

people really have a situation where it doesn’t come back, or can it come back and then 

you can use the process again? 

 

Adam:  With most people, once the pain goes away it stays away forever. Occasionally, if you 

change what you do in your break, you change what you do with your emotion, your 

stress, your tension, your emotions and your pain goes away. If you were to go back to 

doing things the old way, what would happen? You’d get pain back.  

The process goes for twenty-eight days even though most people are pain free very 

quickly. Not everybody, some people take a little longer, but that’s okay. But the reason 

it does that so that you can change the way you process things, change the way you 

“do” emotions and stress and tension, so that when the pain goes away it stays away. If 

there ever was a recurrence, the pain would go away right away because you’d know 

what to do. It’s just a reminder, “Uh-oh, I went back to doing things the old way!” And 

it’s as simple to get rid of it. But most people, I would say 80 to 85%, once the pain goes 

away they never get it back.  

 

Adoley: Our last caller was Dawson Church. He was really talking about the science and 

physiology and the power of the brain in terms of how our thoughts and our emotions 

impact our body physiologically. You’ve certainly talked about this on this call. And 

you’ve talked about ‘root cause’. So, the question is, what is the root cause? Because 

you said your program addresses the root cause and a lot of the other things that 

people do simply, I guess, address the symptoms. 
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Adam: Correct. The mistake is that the medical model is ‘structure causes pain’. That’s what 

most people believe, that’s the way pain has been treated, that’s why it keeps getting 

worse and worse. The common diagnoses: bulging disk, herniated disk, stenosis, 

scoliosis, whiplash, fibromyalgia, tendonitis, torn rotator cups, torn meniscus, 

neuropathy - almost all these things are blamed on ‘structure causing pain’. This is 

where science comes in to prove just the opposite, because study after study has 

proven that that isn’t the case. The landmark one was done by Hoag Hospital in 

California and the Cleveland Clinic, and even published in the New England Journal of 

Medicine.  

And what they did, the MRI really proved that these things don’t cause pain, or rarely 

cause pain. So they took 98 people who’d never had back pain and they gave them an 

MRI. Guess what the results showed: two out of every three who’ve never had pain had 

bulging disks at one or more levels, or herniated disks. Yet they’ve never had pain. So, 

this has been replicated at the University of Minnesota, Department of Orthopedics, it’s 

replicated over and over again. So, what’s come out of that is, since two out of three 

people who’ve never had pain have these things, they’re not the cause of pain. These 

are normal in the aging process. All these things are typical in aging and they don’t 

cause pain. Doing surgery or taking drugs or going to a chiropractic physical therapist for 

any of these things would be like doing surgery for my gray hair. It’s a sign of aging, but 

it’s benign and it doesn’t cause pain.  

So, all the research has really shown that it goes to the emotions. And if as I’ve 

mentioned Candace Pert at John Hopkins earlier who really proved that the emotions 

and the body go back and forth together and it starts with the emotions, and it starts 

with what we do and how we handle our emotions. And what causes your stress and 

you tension is the same thing that causes your pain.  

What we do is we push things down. We all have a self-image. Any of you when you’re 

using the program and you read the ‘Zero Pain Now’ book, one of the examples I give is 

somebody who is a good parent, has a thirteen or fourteen year old child in a wheel 

chair. Well, they see their self-image, they see themselves as the good parent. Great. So 

it’s not okay to be angry or, probably more accurately, rageful at this child in a 

wheelchair. But at the same time none of us really bargained for changing diapers for 

fourteen years, so it would be impossible not to have those emotions. So what happens 

is, the good parent - it’s not okay it’s just not okay - the emotions get shoved down, 

usually out of awareness they don’t even know they have them and they go take great 

care of their kids because that’s what great parents do.  

Next thing you know, it is back pain or shoulder pain or knee pain or ankle pain or 

headaches or, you know, pain anywhere in the body. So, we start with repressing, we all 

do it, and some people get pain and some people gastro intestinal problems, people get 

different results or different symptoms, but they are all caused by what I call ‘Diversion 
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Pain Syndrome’. And it’s really very simple. Our mind gets these emotions, they’re not 

okay, they’re unbearable, they’re too dangerous to realize, so our mind shoves them 

down and it diverts our attention with pain, burning, tingling, numbness, weakness, any 

of those things. So the way to get rid of it is very simple. Once you understand it and you 

start to focus on the emotions, and ‘Zero Pain Now’ process is just a way to unrepress 

the emotion, and when you do the pain goes away. And I was the biggest there was 

until day after day people come in with all these symptoms and all these diagnoses and 

waving their MRIs and the pain goes away often in only hours. 

 

Adoley: Okay. So I am curious how the doctors react to this because, as you’re saying, normally 

we’ve taken our MRIs and our tests as proof of the condition that we think is causing 

our pain. So is there a place for doctors here? 

 

Adam: I am glad you asked that question. First of all, always see a licensed medical doctor 

before you do anything, before you do ‘Zero Pain Now’. There are some horrible organic 

diseases that cause pain. You want to make sure and rule those out. Also when you’re 

starting ‘Zero Pain Now’, keep your doctor apprised, let him know what you’re doing. All 

my private one-on-one clients, I only see them on referral from doctors. There are some 

old school doctors that just say ‘poppycock’, and you know they’re going to keep doing 

things the same old way and slicing people open. There are a lot of really good doctors, 

cutting edge, that have thrown their arms up and seen that they can’t do anything. They 

deal with pain day after day and other than handing out drugs and dishing them off to 

specialists, there’s nothing they can do.  

As a matter of fact, there was a doctor, 62 years in practice that wrote - several doctors 

contributed to my book - but one of them wrote that this process accomplishes what all 

other therapies have failed: almost instant and lasting relief from your pain. That was 

Gene Levine who is 62 years in practice. And there are really cutting edge doctors.  

In the program that you have available is a two hour video of an actual session I did with 

a TV producer. She went to Cedar Sinai Medical Centre, one of the top hospitals in the 

world, saw one of the top orthopedic surgeons in the world. She had neck pain that 

radiated down her arm, down to her wrist, and he said, “I know of the process, I believe 

in it, in your case it won’t work, you have actual physical problems.” She harped on him 

and she said, “Look, I want to try this.” So, to his credit, he wrote her a referral, she 

came down - the whole thing is on video. Her pain was mostly gone before we even did 

the session. She’d started doing some of the pre-exercises, within a couple of days she 

was running, within a week she was running four or five miles off-road. She plays golf - 

Emily is her name - she plays tennis, she does everything completely pain free. So 

doctors are coming around and some of them are absolute believers. And it is such a 
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benefit to them because it takes the problem patient off of their door and gives them a 

solution to the pain. 

 

Adoley: One of the things that you’ve said on the call, I think you mentioned, was it a 94% 

success rate? 

 

Adam:  Are you trying to really cut us down? 97.4% in our private one to one session. 

 

Adoley: 97.4%. Okay, because I heard the 4. As you know, people hear that and it’s like, “Hello!” 

But I want to actually bring Carol Allen on the call, because I said to everybody, Carol 

called me and told me about Adam. And, honestly, I was skeptical. I was very interested 

but there was that little part of me that says, “Really?” And Carol was so passionate and 

said so many things that I said, “I have to explore this on myself.” So Carol you’ve taken 

the time to be on this call and that’s something you don’t do very often. So I’d like to 

bring you onto the call and have you share your direct experience. 

 

Carol: Oh, I’d be happy to. Hello! I have a dear friend of many years that I just love and adore 

and trust implicitly, I’ve known him for twenty five years. He was supposed to have 

shoulder surgery and he was really bummed because he’s already had a back surgery 

years before. And here he was with a whole other horrible chronic problem, and he was 

so desperate that he remembered a friend of his from grammar school, had been talking 

about this crazy pain process that was supposed to get rid of pain. So he called up 

Adam, he got rid of his pain, it was so successful that his surgeon, the one that he didn’t 

use for the shoulder surgery, became a believer, went and saw Adam, started referring 

people to Adam.  

This friend of mine brought Adam to a party that I had, and I met Adam there and he 

was super lovely and I was very intrigued because for years I was a massage therapist 

and did reiki and had wanted to be a chiropractor. So I was a body worker personally 

myself for many years and I saw how many people suffer from pain and how many 

people have to do that management stuff that Adam’s talking about. You know, they 

never get over the whiplash or the hip dysplasia.  

So when I started talking to Adam what really blew my mind is he said things like, “Yeah, 

you know the personality type that has chronic pain or chronic digestion issues, or 

chronic headaches is usually conscientious, perfectionistic, spiritual,  people-pleasing, 

extremely responsible. And he started listing every personality type that I have. And my 
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whole life I’ve had digestion problems, headaches, TMJ, hip dysplasia, whiplashes, and I 

was like, “Hey wait a second! I am a candidate.” Even though I didn’t see myself as 

somebody in chronic pain because I’m not on pain medication and I’m not debilitated, 

I’m not limited in any way. I am running around to pain management, getting massages 

and chiropractic treatments. So I got the process and what was really fantastic is, yes, I 

stopped having to do my hip exercises, which I had to do every day,  I never do them 

anymore, I’m super lazy now. And my TMJ hasn’t bothered me in over a year.  

But what really got me excited is I started telling clients about Adam. I had a client who 

had been on Vicodin for three years, she had stenosis and herniated discs and all that 

stuff Adam was talking about. She was literally, completely incapacitated. She couldn’t 

drive because she was on such heavy pain medication. I said, get Adam’s process. She 

got the process, she called me a week later, she said she’d read it and within twenty 

four hours her pain went from a 9 to a 2, she read it again and her pain went to zero. 

She got off the Vicodin, she cancelled the masseuse, she cancelled the acupuncture, and 

she’s totally gotten her life back.  

So what I want people to know, and I’ve had it happen again and again. I had a mentor, 

one of my astrology mentors, he’s had chronic severe back pain for over a decade. He 

literally lies on the floor and writes his books lying on his back on the floor. Does his 

telecalls on the floor. I told him about the process, and he said within a week his pain 

went from 9 to 1, and it’s been months and he’s completely gotten his life back. What’s 

so exciting and what I want people to know, is when you hear this you think, “Oh, no. I 

may have to completely change how I live. I’m going to have to stop being emotional, 

I’m going to have to stop being stressed.” I’m still emotional and stressed. 

 

Adoley:  I think they can hear it. They know you’re emotional. 

 

Carol: Exactly.  You don’t have to suddenly become like a Zen monk who meditates all day long 

and has all this detachment. You just have to do these very quick processes where you 

check in with yourself and you feel your feelings and you acknowledge them and you 

embrace them. I’ve never become such a believer in the mind-body connection and the 

emotion-body connection, as I have working with Adam’s work. And I’ll just tell a quick 

personal story.  

I had something that wasn’t pain, I had a weird rash on my face that came up at the end 

of last year and it lasted for like four months. It’s called contact dermatitis. It was 

triggered by, an allergy to animals or an allergy to fragrances, and I’ve had this weird 

skin condition on and off for about twelve years. But, usually, I can completely 

“manage” it. I can use certain creams and I can go to an allergy lady who does this kind 
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of weird sensitivity technique and it makes it completely go away for about a year, and 

then it comes back and I go back and she gives me one treatment and it goes away. 

Usually it hardly affects my life at all.  

Well, last year for four months, it was so virulent, so intense, back with a vengeance. 

And I thought, “Okay, I’ll go see that allergy lady.” I went to her, it didn’t work, I went to 

her again because I’d sometimes had to go twice, it didn’t work. Went to her five times 

and it didn’t work. I started using Cortisone cream which is really strong and usually 

makes allergy rashes go away, it didn’t work. I went on a juice fast because I thought, 

“Oh my God, I must super toxic. I must have a really exhausted liver.” It didn’t work. Ten 

days of green juices and my skin was still on fire. It was itching, red, swollen, miserable.  

So finally in desperation I called Adam and said, “Adam, could this be emotion?” And he 

said, “Carol, anything intense in your body can be from emotion.” And he said “What’s 

going on?” I said ”I don’t know, I had a great year, I had a great holiday season, 

everything’s fine, my marriage is great, my business is great, my friends are great, I 

don’t know!” So he said to do the process and see what comes up. So that night I did the 

process and what came up was intense grief over a couple of cats that had died about a 

year before.  

And I have the self-image of someone who doesn’t grieve. For me whatever reason, it’s 

that spiritual thing, “Oh, it was their time and it was God’s will, it was meant to be, I 

have to let them go.” All that mumbo jumbo that some of us tell ourselves. So I don’t 

have the self-image of someone who let’s themselves grieve. Suddenly  I do the process 

and I have this huge cry. Two days later after four months of constant swelling, itching, 

redness, heat and misery, my face is completely fine. And it’s been almost two months, 

and my face is completely fine. So I don’t care what people are going through, this stuff 

works and it’s amazing! And I’m so grateful to Adam and the work that he does, which is 

why I’m here on this call. 

 

Adoley:  Thank you for coming and sharing that.  

 

Carol:   You’re so welcome. Thank you, and I’m grateful to you too. 

 

Adoley:  And I’m glad your skin is good. I’m glad your skin is back. Wonderful! 
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Carol: Oh, you don’t even know. If someone had said, eat your own arm and it will go away, I 

would have eaten my own arm. Thankfully, I didn’t have to go to that great length. So, 

no matter how hopeless people are, and no matter what’s going on, it’s powerful stuff 

and I highly recommend it. So thank you Adoley for letting me chime in. 

 

Adoley: Thank you very much. Okay. So, Adam, we have a lot of questions. I’m going to ask you a 

couple of more questions and then I’m going to let our audience address you with their 

questions. One thing Carol talked about is using the process. She also referred to people 

reading a book. And you actually have a whole process that people go through and, you 

know, we’ve heard a couple of people read a book and a week later the problem was 

solved. I want you tell us, is that normal for most people? And what the process that 

you have is? I know tomorrow you’re going to demonstrate it, but perhaps you could 

talk a little bit about that. 

 

Adam: I’ll be glad to. The book is part of the process, so the process is the dynamic pain relief 

program, ‘Zero Pain Now’ dynamic pain relief program, that’s a mouthful. The beauty of 

it is, it’s not a lot of work. As Carol said it’s easy, other than a couple of days of watching 

some videos, it’s as little as twenty minutes a day. A few weeks, usually people are pain 

free way before then. But we keep doing it for a few weeks just as I said, just to change 

your kind of default way of processing emotion so that the pain doesn’t come back. It 

includes a ‘Zero Pain Now’ book, it includes a ‘Zero Pain Now’ workbook so that there is 

extra tips and extra ways of doing the process, which is a lot of help. There’s a 

companion DVD which his so powerful. Until this it’s only been seen by my private 

clients who spend thousands and thousands of dollars. So that’s part of it. I mentioned 

Emily the TV producer, we taped or filmed or recorded her entire session, so that’s 

there, an entire private $7500 session so that you can see exactly what it is. 

 

Adoley: People are actually able to watch the entire process and then they can sort of use it for 

themselves and model it, is that the idea? 

 

Adam: Not only can they use it for themselves, then after that there’s another DVD of me, kind 

of a virtual me taking them through the process. And now they’ve seen how it’s done, so 

they’ll feel comfortable going through it. There’s also a full five week online course 

which is fantastic, because the thing for all of you to understand is, understanding is 

what will get you out of pain. It’s a really simple process. When you understand what’s 

really causing your pain, you will believe it. You probably have all shifted belief a little 
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bit, a lot, some of you absolutely ‘get it’, and you’ve bought in and you get it. So the 

more information you get, it’s really evidence, so that you’ll understand it and then 

you’re going to believe it. Once you do, then you run the simple part of the process and 

that’s what makes the pain go away. Sometimes in minutes, sometimes in hours, 

sometimes it takes a few days. But as I say, 97.4% of the times at least in the ones we 

can measure we’ve had success. For the record so that you know, success is little or no 

pain, resumption of all normal physical activities and the absence of fear, fear that you 

can hurt yourself by doing something.  

By the way, those of you who’re going to come tomorrow to the workshop - and you 

don’t have to have been on this call to do that - you can be way ahead if you start using 

the program today and you come to the workshop tomorrow, you will get so much 

more value. You’ll be able to ask more pointed questions, it’s really extra value. And the 

process works. And Carol, she gets it. It’s just simple, she was willing to look at things a 

little differently, she did it, she was open to it, then you go on with your life.  

Tomorrow I’m also going to talk about a lot of things that will clarify some of the little 

things we’re talking about today. I’m going to give you a lot of information, and before 

the end of the call I’ll tell you a little bit more about that. We’re including a year of 

follow up, a year of follow up in small group settings with me. If there’s anything you 

need, if you have questions, if you have concerns, if you want to share success stories, 

every month we’re going to get together, you can speak to me, you can ask me 

questions one to one. I am going to make myself available because I want to point 

something out to everybody on this calling - this is the most important thing in my life. I 

have a wife and a child and a step-child, who are also very important. So let’s include 

those altogether. I have a huge dream at ‘Zero Pain Now’: ten million people pain free. 

That’s my vision, that’s my dream, that’s what gets me out of bed 4:35 o’clock every 

morning: ten million people pain free. I have to help you get pain free, so that you can 

help me reach my goal. So let’s do this together.  

 

Adoley: Well, that’s a huge mission. Anyone who has dealt with chronic pain - and I’ve been 

there - it completely debilitates your life. It’s so hard to get away from it, it begins to 

take over. As Carol said, you manage it. So to be able to get rid of it and have your life 

back is amazing. What about people who really injure themselves though, because 

we’re talking about pain that’s linked to emotion, but you know people do have 

accidents, they do have whiplash. Are you able to help them? 

 

Adam: Yes, it’s a great question.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen anybody that’s come to ‘Zero Pain 

Now’ that didn’t believe they injured themselves. I lifted a water heater, I did this, I did 

that. Most of the time there’s never an injury, but even if there is, if you break a bone in 
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your body, six weeks later it’s healed! It’s done! So the chances of that accident you had 

twenty years ago coming back and forth, and back and forth, is absolutely preposterous. 

The biggest bone in your body will heal itself in under seven weeks. Most of them in less 

them six. So in six weeks your body heals. There is a difference between acute pain and  

chronic pain. If you break your foot it hurts, six weeks later it is healed. Anything longer 

than that, or anything that keeps coming back, or that “old football injury” - that’s 

diversion pain syndrome, that’s where ‘Zero Pain Now’ can help you end the pain once 

and for all, and get your life back and get everything back. Tomorrow I’m going to tell 

you a story about Rand which will really make sense to you.  

We had a great one, our director of training and programs did a session with a woman 

who’d been in pain for 51 years. In addition to all that she had a torn rotator cup, was 

heading for surgery. To make matters a little worse, her husband is an orthopedic 

surgeon. She had to sneak in for the session. Two hours later, completely pain free, 

danced up the stairs and cancelled her surgery, no problem since. So, yes there are 

injuries, but injuries don’t hang around. Whiplash, by the way, it couldn’t last more than 

two weeks. Whiplash is soft tissue, it couldn’t last more than two weeks. Sure you can 

be sore, and then it goes away. 

 

Adoley: Is ‘Zero Pain Now’, based in science, because we’ve been led to believe that these 

accidents and in the way that we talk, that whiplash, ‘I had an accident and twenty years 

later’, ‘oh I’m having this pain because of my accident’. Is the program based in science? 

 

Adam: Yes. And I mentioned a couple of things earlier. I mentioned the studies that are done 

over and over again, that show people who’ve never had pain have structural 

abnormalities. I guess a lot of the people on the call today have pain, but people that 

don’t and they have these weird twisted spines and all these things, and again 

fibromyalgia, scoliosis, stenosis, bulging discs, herniated discs, torn rotator cups, torn 

meniscus and migraines. All these things, most of which are blamed on structure, these 

are normal parts of aging. Most people who’ve never had pain have the same thing.  

So the MRI, the science, these studies by these major hospitals published in the New 

England Journal of Medicine and the Journal of Spine and all these other great journals, 

have proven that those other things aren’t the cause. Candace Pert from Johns Hopkins 

really proved the connection with neuropeptides between the brain and the body. And 

the biggest proof - which really isn’t scientific, and it is the biggest proof - is the success 

rate, and the success is the proof. Because, all these things really matter, but when 

we’re talking about Damon who had the herniated disk and all he wanted to do was to 

get his life back and play squash and move, and after a couple of hours he was pain free 

and got his life back. That’s the real proof. The real proof is in the success after success . 
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Adoley:  Well that’s certainly true. I’m going to start taking some questions. I know that there are 

people who are live on the call and have their hands up and have questions. If you’re 

live on the call and you have a question for Adam, we’ve left fifteen minutes for 

questions. And we have a lot of questions that came in via webcast. And so, Adam you 

will be able to use them to elaborate on what you’ve been talking about.  

Ann Marie is asking this. She says her husband had back surgery about 13 years ago. He 

has back pain daily – some days worse than others. He now thinks his back pain is 

leading the pain he feels in his groin. Do you have ideas or suggestions to help with this 

pain? 

 

Adam:  Sure! And I think you said Ann Marie, so Ann Marie thank you for raising that question. 

And people please bring your questions because you’re not the only one that have 

them. Yes, very typical. One of the interesting things about divergent pain syndrome is 

as I say surgery typically – there are about 3% is what Dr. Rosomoff who is a 

neurosurgeon said that needed to be treated surgically. Most people have surgery, 

sometimes they get some temporary relief, but then the pain comes back either to the 

same spot, often blamed on scarred tissues or something else, or they’ll get pain 

somewhere else. Because remember this is divergent pain syndrome: the purpose is to 

divert your attention to something physical like pain away from some emotion.  

Many of my clients and many of the people who have used these programs have had 

surgeries and the pain comes back. That is very typical because surgery is treating a 

symptom not the cause. So, if the cause is stress, tension and emotion well surgery can’t 

cure that much, unless we’re doing brain surgery I guess.  

So, that’s very typical Ann Marie. And the other thing is groin pain is very common. 

Typically, it can be anywhere in the body. Most people get it lower back, but groin is 

very common. Had a lot of people doing that. And there probably isn’t a connection. 

Like people talk about sciatica – so it starts in my back it goes down my legs. That is 

purely divergent pain syndrome. And I suspect that as long as your husband would be 

open to the possibility that the cause isn’t structural and the cause actually originates in 

the brain, originates with emotions. By the way, it doesn’t need people say, “Are you 

telling me it’s in my head?” No. It’s real. It’s physical. It hurts – pain, tingling, burning, 

numbness, weakness. And you’re also not crazy. These are normal coping mechanisms. 

We all have to get through life and it’s not so easy. So, nobody is crazy. The pain isn’t in 

his head. And yes! Absolutely! If he’s open, get him a program, be gentle with him, 

encourage him to get started and let him start participating. And, yes. That’s what it’s 

for. 
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Adoley:  Victoria, from Brandon, says I have a co-worker who has had severe back pain in the 

past month. His doctors tell him that it’s a degenerative disease in his discs and that he 

has had it from birth. Will surgery help? What can he do? 

 

Adam:   Ok. Well, I’m never going to say surgery won’t help. I’m not a doctor, so I don’t give 

medical advice. Degenerative disc disease typically doesn’t cause pain. I’ve seen a lot of 

clients with it. It’s interesting if he’s had it from birth, why is it hurting now? Why didn’t 

it hurt from birth? That doesn’t probably make sense. Victoria, if you would ask your 

friend, I wonder if he would start looking around his life.  

When people contact me about ‘Zero Pain Now’ and they give me their history of pain, 

the first question I say “Well when it started, what was going on in your life?” And their 

jaws drop. How did you know? Mother divorced. Father divorced. Me divorced. Lack of 

something, problems, health problems, kids problems - typically there’s something 

going on. And most people can see it pretty quickly. Some people have to look a bit 

harder. I would never ever say surgery couldn’t help. What I will say is a lot of people 

who have been diagnosed with degenerative discs have used zero pain now and have 

become pain-free. Always keep your doctor apprised. Always let your doctor know what 

you’re doing. Always get examined by a doctor. We’ve had great success with people 

with that diagnosis.   

 

Adoley:  Tiffany has a question. She was diagnosed with scoliosis recently - which we’ve talked 

about. And she says: “I always thought that it was something you always start to 

develop as a child if you do get it. So, I guess my question is why at 30 am I being 

diagnosed with this and is it possible? I have, however, shrunk a quarter of an inch. I do 

have horrible back pain and I feel like I can’t stand up straight. And it is hard to get 

things done when I feel like this. What should I do?” 

 

Adam:  Tiffany great question, thank you for that. Scoliosis has two different things: it’s very 

real, there really is a curvature. You absolutely as you say you’ve shrunk if that’s the 

case. There are people that need surgery for scoliosis. However, this is the big thing - I 

have yet to see a case that causes pain. Sometimes people have surgery because they 

can’t stand up straight and it can get to the point where you still hunched over - life 

sucks being so hunched over. That said, I have never seen a case of scoliosis that’s 

actually responsible for the pain. So, if the posture, if you’re still okay with that, the pain 

usually can be taken care of.  
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Not very long ago, I got contacted by an 18 year old kid and I’m trying to bring his father 

on the call tomorrow. Because imagine what it’s like, your kid’s been in pain for two 

years. Diagnosed with scoliosis, the doctors couldn’t do anything for him. Just imagine 

what his father and mother – what they were going through. Their kid’s suffering. They 

can’t do anything. Eventually, the father recommended ‘Zero Pain Now’ to his son. He 

contacted me. He didn’t even make it to the session part of this course that we have 

here. There’s a “session”, a virtual session on day six. On day four, he was completely 

pain-free, has had no problems since, it’s been two or three months. He’s totally pain-

free. And there are so many side benefits that have come with it. He’s got an 

understanding of what bothers him and when things bother him.  

And one of the great things for all of you out there, one of the great side benefits of 

‘Zero Pain Now’ is you will start to set great boundaries. If you are not a great boundary 

setter, you will set great boundaries when you’re doing zero pain now and you’re going 

through it for the rest of your life. Because all the things that you didn’t even know 

bothered you before, you’re going to go: “Wow! This isn’t ok!” I’ve had wives tell me 

that they didn’t realize things their husbands were doing were really bothering them. 

And then now they can speak up and say “Wait, that doesn’t work for me.” Had one guy 

that ran a huge engineering firm and he didn’t realize that his partner bothered him so 

much. He ended buying out his partner, income doubled and things just became great. 

So, did it answer your question? Typically scoliosis, I’ve never seen it where it’s really 

the cause of the pain. 

 

Adoley:  Now Adam, one the things about you is that you’ve seen a lot of patients. How many 

people have you seen and helped with this program? 

 

Adam:   Well, I wouldn’t see patients, because I’m not a doctor. So, I know – 

 

Adoley:  Not patients, yes. I didn’t mean to say that. You’re not a doctor.   

 

Adam:  That’s a great question. I’m not sure how many I’ve seen. I would say few hundred in 

person and an awful lot have used the programs. I don’t always know how many. But, a 

lot – hundreds and hundreds. 

 

Adoley:  And you’ve been doing that over a five-year period? 
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Adam: I’ve spent 13 years studying neuroscience and neurolinguistics and psychology and 

positive psychology and meditation and coaching and all these things about your brain. 

Then I really started studying 5 or 6 years ago the link between your brain, your 

emotions and your pain – and more specifically how you can change what you do in 

your brain to get rid of your pain. So, the ‘Zero Pain Now’ program has been fully out for 

about 3 years and there was 2 or 3 years of experimentation.  

And I tell a story in the book, it was so awful. Because once you start the process, you 

finish it and the pain goes away. And it’s not uncommon sometimes people’s pain goes 

up and down a little bit as we were doing it. And I think I write about this in the book 

part of the program. I was testing of course on my wife who is such a saint. And I don’t 

remember now if it was a headache or a back pain and I started doing the process with 

her and her pain went up and up. And all of a sudden I said “Sorry Honey, I’ve got to go. 

I have a meeting.” I went out and left this beautiful human being in just ratcheted up 

pain. And it was shortly thereafter I learned, ‘Oh yeah. When you start the process you 

want to see it through until the pain goes away.’ 

 

Adoley:  You need to finish it. That’s terrible. 

 

Adam:  She stayed with me and she’s still loves me after that. 

 

Adoley: And she’s still married to you, yes. Oh wow. Ok. We’re talking about pain being bad and 

Helen has sciatica and it’s really bad. So, I guess she says “How can I get rid of it?” ‘Zero 

Pain Now’ can help her get rid of it? 

 

Adam:  Absolutely! Sciatica doesn’t mean anything other than the pain shooting down your legs 

– that’s the definition of sciatica. And divergent pain syndrome affects muscles, nerves 

and tendons. So, sciatica is the sciatic nerve going down. And they’re not even calling 

anything structural from what she’s saying. Yes, absolutely! Again, zero pain now won’t 

help you. You can use zero pain now and help yourself and that’s the beautiful thing. 

You have the power. You have the control. You are able to do all of this. This is all within 

your wherewithal. Zero pain now is: I’m a teacher, I’m a coach, I’m a tour guide and I am 

a big cheerleader. And this program is empowering to you to heal your own pain once 

and for all. It’s your lifeline.  
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Adoley: And that is certainly the message of this series that you have the power and to provide 

you with the tools so that you can heal yourself. We’ve talked about different kinds of 

conditions that ‘Zero Pain Now’ can help. We have someone who is suffering from nerve 

damage. It’s Mary Lou and she says: “I’m 60, I’m in good shape and I work out regularly. 

But, earlier in life I had shoulder surgeries for chronic dislocations and thoracic surgery 

for emphysema. One of these left me with what I believe is nerve damage along the 

front of my right arm between the shoulder and elbow. Sometimes it’s really bad and 

heat, cold, stretching – nothing affects it. What can I do?” Can ‘Zero Pain Now’ help 

Mary Lou? 

 

Adam: Well, there isn’t quite enough information there. I’ve had many people come and say 

I’ve got a pinched nerve. I’ve got nerve damage. Something’s resting on the nerve. So 

those are the common things. And by the way, if something was resting on the nerve - 

which you hear a lot - in a couple of weeks there would be no blood supply and it would 

just kill off the nerve. So, I can’t tell you for sure. I will say that typically people come 

and they have these surgeries and then they have these problems that go on 

afterwards, and they’re able to use zero pain now and get rid of the pain. So, I don’t 

have enough information. There’s the 3% that do have structural problems. But, it 

doesn’t really sound like it from what you’re saying. It’s limited info, so I really want to 

make sure. 

And I’m really conservative. But, the thing about ‘Zero Pain Now’, this is the most 

conservative, non-invasive, non-medical proven pain relief program there’s ever been. 

And I’m really conservative. People think, ’Oh it’s woo woo’ - it’s not.  It’s ultra 

conservative. So definitely blood flow to the nerves can have a tremendous impact. So, I 

can’t know for sure. The best thing to do would be to get the program and see for 

yourself. If what I’m saying resonates with you, if it sounds right, if it feels right, then go 

ahead. You get to choose. You’re in control. And as I said, I want to be perfectly honest 

since I don’t know you and I don’t know your whole history, I can’t tell you. But, I can 

tell you many people have told me similar stories are now pain free. 

 

Adoley: Well, that’s as honest as you’ll get. And hopefully she’ll decide to check out the program 

and find out for herself. 

 

There are a couple of questions on the webcast that are important. Someone is asking a 

question about rheumatoid arthritis, Adam. And I want you to make clear to people 
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what kind of pain it does address and what it doesn’t, because I know you made that 

distinction to me. 

 

Adam: Rheumatoid arthritis - and that’s why I always have people check with doctors first - is 

an organic disease, you’re not the same. But, I mean rheumatoid arthritis, cancer, MS – 

these things that really do cause pain. And I feel so sorry for you. I’ve had people use the 

program and it really limited their pain. But it isn’t the cause of rheumatoid arthritis like 

it is bulging disc, or herniated disc, or stenosis, or scoliosis, or fibromyalgia, or torn 

rotator cuff, torn meniscus, migraine headaches, carpal tunnel, all those things. So, I’ve 

had people use it, and they have helped with their pain. But, it isn’t the root cause of 

rheumatoid arthritis. It’s almost everything other than the three I mentioned. And thank 

you for that question. And I’m sorry. I would do anything if I could help you with that. 

 

Adoley: Ok. And then a final question. Rob, who is a multiple myeloma patient. He’s now in 

remission, which is wonderful. But he has severe lower back pain and sciatica and hip 

pain and would like to know whether ‘Zero Pain Now’ could help him when he is 

someone who has the pain of the terminally ill.  

 

Adam:  Yes, because remember this has to do with repressed emotions. That’s what starts this 

thing. And again, tomorrow we’re going to go into much more detail. And if you have 

the program, you’ll be so far ahead for tomorrow. That said, can you think of anything 

that would be more enraging than having multiple myeloma? But, in the meantime, this 

person is trying to get through the day and going through all these things. So, clearly 

there are many people, who have had other things - cancer being one - that isn’t the 

cause of the pain, but the response to it is divergent pain syndrome. So, I don’t know 

enough about it. If there was a huge tumor in the lower back - that could be producing 

pain. But, it’s so common. And notice where your pain is – it’s in your lower back where 

you hold everything. Yeah. I suspect it would probably help. I didn’t get enough 

information.  

But I can’t think of anything at the unconscious level more enraging than having to deal 

with multiple myeloma.  And I want to put one other thing out. It doesn’t have to be 

horrible stuff going on in your life that creates the stress and the tension and the 

emotion. I had one client one time he said “I was making a million dollars a year and it 

was creating so much, tumult, so much stress, so much tension because I was so afraid 

that that was going to stop and I was going to lose it.” That created the emotion. So, it’s 

not always bad stuff. 
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Adoley: That’s an important distinction. Adam, this is a pretty extensive program that you have 

created. So, tell them what they’re going to get. Let’s go through the program and then 

we will wrap up the call and tell them what they’re going to experience tomorrow in the 

workshop.  

 

Adam: Absolutely! This dynamic pain relief program, I can’t recommend it enough. It is so filled 

with support. And please understand this is not ‘salesy’, this is passion. My goal is 10 

million people pain-free - I’ve got to help you heal your pain so you can help me. So, 

included is the ‘Zero Pain Now’ book, you’ve heard a lot about that today. Carol 

mentioned all these people that were using the program and they read the book part 

and all these things happened. So, there’s the ‘Zero Pain Now’ book. It’s a 226 page 

book. It’s a simple, easy read. I’m a simple guy. I like things to be simple. This isn’t heady 

stuff. It’s really kick back, easy reading where you’ll really understand what’s not causing 

your pain. It’ll give you the science. It’ll give you the facts. It’ll help you understand what 

isn’t causing your pain and what is so that you can use the process to end the pain.  

There’s also the ‘Zero Pain Now Workbook’. It’s another 100 pages of tips, of advice, of 

questions to help you – this is about simply understanding and un-repressing an 

emotion. That’s what’s going to make the pain, tingling, burning, numbness, weakness 

go away so that you can get your physical freedom back and get your freedom back, and 

get to connect with others and all these things. So the workbook is included as well. It’s 

very helpful.  

There’s the ‘Understanding Divergent Pain Syndrome’ DVD, the companion DVD that 

only my thousands of dollar private clients have seen before. It could be the most 

important piece of the entire program. There’s the Emily DVD, the one with the entire 

private session that was recorded, with the TV producer that will show you exactly how 

it works. You can see it. You can experience it. You can go through it with her while 

you’re doing it. 

 

Adoley: I want to just also chip in Adam and just let people know. Adam actually gets paid $1500 

an hour to work with his clients. People come to him in a lot of pain. And that is what 

that DVD session is worth.  

 

Adam: The next item is another DVD where I will actually take you through the process. I’m 

going to ask you the questions. I’m going to take you through the process, so you can 

end your pain. Something we’ve never ever offered. It was created strictly to begin with 
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the Wellness Revolution. And I reserved it for this because I’m so in awe of what Adoley 

has put together and what you’re all here for to increase your wellness, to increase your 

life. So, nobody anywhere on the planet gets this other than you.  

It’s the Dynamic Pain Relief online course. It’s five weeks. Every Monday you get an 

hour, an hour and a half of video, of information, of help. To help you not only end your 

pain, but stay pain-free for the rest of your life. And a lot of extra goodies that not only 

will help you get and stay pain-free, but help you have a great, dynamic life, a life of 

enthusiasm and just where you get up in the morning and you feel great. That’s what 

this whole program is about. Imagine you get up in the morning and there’s a bounce in 

your step because you had a great night’s sleep. There’s no pain. There’s no suffering. 

You walk to the bathroom, you feel good. You go to work. You go to play. All day long 

you have energy and enthusiasm because that old pain isn’t there. At the end of the day 

you come home and you have that smile and you just feel like ‘I crushed it today’ 

because the pain is gone. So, that’s what’s available.  

There’s the Dynamic Pain Relief course as well. So that you can start today even before 

the stuff comes to you before the workshop tomorrow - instant download. The book, 

the workbook, the link to the DVD, even the audio version of the book, which we don’t 

even sell, is all included, downloads instantly. Do it now. You’re on your way to being 

pain-free in a few minutes. I’ve got to point something out that’s really cool. You don’t 

have to start this now. Having been on this call and gotten this information, you’re 

already well into the program. So, you don’t have to start, now you just have to finish 

off.  

There’s a year of extra support. There’s daily email support – back and forth with me 

and with my staff. I read almost every one of those emails. They all get read. There is 

monthly group calls. It’s $5,000 almost worth of stuff for $297, which is less than you’ve 

already spent on Advil. So, get it for yourself, get it for a friend. I can’t say it enough. 

This is so grandiose, and so effective.  

And remember this is about self-esteem. This is about getting all the things so that you 

can connect and get your self-esteem back. And if you do it today, you’ll be way ahead 

tomorrow asking questions. And there’s one other thing I’m going to throw in and that’s 

me sounding ‘salesy’. People pay up to $7500 for me to take them through this program 

personally. We’re going to take of all the people that get the program through wellness 

revolution in this short period of time. We’re going to draw a name. And one of you I’m 

going to take through the program personally all the way through to pain-free. That’s 

my gift. So, that’s going to be available to one very lucky person.  

 

Adoley: So, that is the gift that Adam decided he would give one of you who chooses to buy this 

program. You will have the opportunity to do the program in person with Adam. And as 
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I said, he does get paid a lot of money to work with people. Adam when we say this, the 

value of the package is $4000 almost $5000. And the value is because of what Adam 

gets per hour. But the fact of the matter is you’ve created this because – and I think this 

was what I was really caught with when you talked to me the first time - was that this 

was really about getting as many people pain-free as you possibly can. Your mission is 

what is driving you because, quite honestly, you could just have a lovely life just having 

private clients. And you’ve chosen to do this because you really want to make a 

difference. And you have told me you want to reach 10 million people in 3 years. You 

want all these success stories and you want us to share and tell people how they were 

able to do it as well. 

 

Adam:  This is a movement that everyone one of you that participates in this program and uses 

this program is involved in. It’s a movement for all us. Imagine how people are going to 

look at you when you beat the problem. Imagine how good you’re going to feel. And 

you know what, it’s going to give them hope, even if it’s not pain and they have another 

problem. Because what we’re talking about seemed preposterous, until you start to get 

this information. And now you understand it. And now you start to get it. So, imagine 

the example you’ll set. How many people need you to be pain-free? Parents, kids, 

friends, co-workers, yourself, your spouse. It’s a movement to help people feel great 

and have great self-esteem and great wellness and just a great dynamic life. That’s why I 

call it Dynamic Pain Relief Program. 

 

Adoley: Certainly, you can all hear the passion that Adam has over this. For me the thought was 

– I know that when I was dealing with a lot of pain - it’s how many times you go to the 

chiropractor. And a couple of chiropractor visits have taken care of the price of this 

course. The amount of money we spend on Advil and medication, I’ve been on steroids 

and so on. Really, this is an opportunity to completely change your life. And as Adam 

said it affects everybody who is in your life as well when you’re pain-free. So, one of the 

things we’ve done is I want to let you know that there is a 30-day guarantee. We also 

wanted to make it easy for people, so we have a two-paid plan so that that really gives 

you an opportunity when you get this program. You get it, so that you can use it digitally 

while you’re waiting for your DVD, your book and your workbook. So, you can begin and 

get into the process.  

So, Adam I want to thank you very much for this call and for your passion, absolutely. 

And you certainly conveyed to us enormous passion, but more importantly you’ve made 

a difference in a lot of people’s lives and we’re looking forward to the opportunity of 

having the workshop with you so that people who have more questions will have a first-

hand experience. So, thank you for being with us today.  
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Adam:  Thank you so much for having me. Once again, I honor all of you for coming to this call. 

You’re amazing for taking the time to better yourselves. And I’m just so thrilled to be 

part of the Wellness Revolution. Thank you so much.  

 

Adoley:  Thank you Adam. I hope this resonates with you. And we really look forward to hearing 

stories about people who have banished their pain and are living wonderful pain-free 

lives. So, those of you who are going to do this program, it’s really important that you 

share your results and empower everybody else. 

 And with that, I’d like to thank you so much for listening, and have a great rest of the 

evening.  

 


